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Abstract

This thesis grows out of my observations of and inquiries
into daily scenes,+ which are wrapped within what I am calling
a package. The human mind often puts daily encounters
into manageable packages to facilitate interaction with them.
This process, however, makes us dull or neglectful. Looking
into daily scenes allows me to unpack these packages and
reflect on ubiquitous objects, notions and actions so that
I am able to see them anew. To me, it offers a break from the
habitual responses in life.
Re-creation: A Package Design for Daily Life intends to
create a similar occasion for my audience. The work defamiliarizes familiar subjects — repacking these packages —
to provoke reflection upon them. It reshapes them to find
new levels of appropriateness; it reframes them to discover
new interpretations; it restructures them to uncover new
inspiration. I enjoy pushing perception away from the habitual,
tilting it toward a depth of encounter. A fresh insight. A new
proposal. A reimagining.

+

Take, for example, this thesis. When writing
these words, I have no idea who I am writing
to, namely who you are. Not to mention where
and when you are. I am, however, leaving a
message to you. I am able to leave a message,
regardless of the space and time, to the youwho-I-don’t-know.
Yes, I know that this is called “book,”
a stack of paper with symbols that people
agreed on, and books convey messages all the
time. But if you ever considered these facts,
wouldn’t books amaze you?

8

10

———An
Introduction

What exactly is a hole? Is it the empty
space that occurs on an entity? Is it the
marginal substance of the entity enclosing
the emptiness? Is it the marginal substance
of the entity enclosing the emptiness?
Is it actually a concept to capture the
disturbance of the completeness of an
entity? At the same time, its representation,
a drawing, is quite simple. An ellipse is what
one would expect, for it is just enough to
describe some central qualities of a hole.
By saying “hole,” the spatial relationship
between inside and outside of the contour
becomes cl
ea
r

.

.

.
This kind of inquiry pleases me. It adds fresh
insight to an object or idea often taken for
granted and make me feel that some part of
my brain is reactivated.

———An Introduction
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Sometimes I think about a hole.

1
In psychology, cognitive processing can be catogorized
into automatic and controlled
processes. Automatic processes fall into three classes:
Those that occur prior to
conscious awareness (preconscious); those that require
some form of conscious
processing but that produce
an unintended outcome
(postconscious); and those
that require a specific type
of intentional, goal directed
processing (goal-dependent).

14
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.

Efficiency, however, may make us dull or neglectful. When our relationships with things around
us turn habitual, we stop paying attention to
them. The mind neatly puts the subject — things
happening or existing in the everyday scene,
like a hole — into a package made of our experience and socialization. This package deals
with our perception and gradually replaces the
true form of the subject. It is an efficient illusion,
making every encounter towards routine.

———An Introduction

Human brains turn routines into different levels
of automatic processes.1 We deal with abundant
information every day, so it is crucial to find
efficiency. This is familiar: several months after
starting a new job or school, commuting
seems to take less time than it did on the first
few days.

aware
of what
a hole is again.
Phenomenological thinkers addressed their
proposals of taking a break from these habitual
relationships.
Guy Debord2 posited an unplanned journey
in an urban landscape without any purpose but
to observe and calls it dérive, which means drifting in English. He explained this idea in his essay,
Theory of Dérive:

Based these observations and reflections, artists
are capable of responding in their work, and
bringing the similar thoughtful moment to the
audience. Luis Camnitzer’s3 A Museum is a
School uttered that in a museum, “the public

2

Guy Louis Debord (1931 –
1994) was a French Marxist
theorist, philosopher,
filmmaker, member of the
Letterist International,
founder of a Letterist faction.
Both of the institutions were
related with Situationism.

In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their
relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual
motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by
the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there.
This kind of stroll is a simple yet experimental,
artistic practice in order to see the daily scenes
anew, hence encourages people to reflect
on the fixed relationships in their lives — akin
to questioning what a hole is.

learns to make connections.” It suggests that
audiences interpret and resonate with art based
on their life experiences. At the same time,
considering the environment of a museum, it is
art that makes this happen. Art is thus in an
active position prompting a different thought
regarding familiar subjects. Viktor Shklovsky4
recognized this process and coined the word
“ocTpaHeHNNe,” translated as “ostranenie” or
“defamiliarization” in English. In his essay, Art as
Device, he stated:

3

Luis Camnitzer (1937 – )
is an artist, critic, educator,
and theorist. He is one
of the most important figures
associated with Conceptualism. His work underscores
the fact that art history is
written by those in power,
and tends to exclude certain
accounts.

art exists that one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make
one feel things, to make the stone stony. The purpose of art is to
impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and not as they
are known. The technique of art is to make objects “unfamiliar,” to
make forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself
and must be prolonged. Art is a way of experiencing the artfulness of
an object: the object is not important…
Defamiliarization aligns to my interest in design.
It deconstructs the packages and makes the
subject of an artwork “strange”; in doing so, this
creates a mental distance between a usual
subject and the viewers. It is this distance that
allows them to have the room for reflection,
to encounter again.

4
Viktor Borisovich
Shklovsky (1893 – 1984)
was a literary theorist,
critic, writer, and pamphleteer. He is one of the
major figures associated
with Russian formalism.

———An Introduction
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Through close observation and reflection, we are
certainly able to rediscover the
encounters,
being

The process of graphic design, in short, is
observing, reflecting, and responding. In the
thesis exploration, I identify my observation
and reflection on three facets of the packages
around our daily life:

1.

Take, for example, hole. You think you know what
a hole is. You talked about it, that time your
loose change spilled out of your pocket, or that
time your big toe poked through your socks.
We communicate with language so frequently
that our understanding of the subject turns
thoughtlessly summarized by it. Moreover, a
lot of new products today take advantage of
consumer’s habits by using familiar words in
their names for the sake of being familiar.
So an iPhone is capable of more than making
a call; your computer doesn’t understand
the programming language you are speaking.
They cause a similar summary.

2.
3.

2. Appearance
Take, for example,
. You accepted it as a
hole — though seldom holes are perfect elliptical.
It is, however, enough to describe the major
attribute of a hole — an area of different spatial
characteristic from the rest of the substrate.
You even accept that a hole could have a representation, as if it is an object instead of an
absence of material.5

3. Experience
Take, for example, the the “emptiness” of a hole
that allows things to “fall into” it. Experience is
shaped by the standards accumulated throughout one’s life experience. Once you are informed
that the ellipse is a hole, your experience of a
hole is applied to it, and the typography treatment thus makes sense to you.

5
Hole is actually a unusual
case study in some fields
like ontology. It is obviously
immaterial, but vocabularies
or drawings across different
cultures suppose that holes
might be precieved as clear
as an object.

———An Introduction
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1. Language

The response is, therefore, to defamiliarize these
facets of packages.

1. Discoursing Language

While language is usually a tool that tells a story,
Discoursing Language aims to tell the story
of language. The phenomena correlate to language — lost in translation, filtering of perception,
constructing metaphorical thinking, etc. — underlie our application of it. Though not necessary
in the daily communication, they have a potential
to become unconventional subjects or tools
for narrative.
My project The Cloudy Day literalizes the
term “the cloud” that refers to an online server
that stores data. This website draws a cloud
based on the wireless signals in the area. It
expresses the uncanny, mythical quality of the
cloud and the way in which language neatly
packages its unwieldy nature. This word abbreviates all the technological complexity, which is
incomprehensible to the public, and resorts to a
familiar but intangible metaphor, like a cloud in
the sky.

The Cloudy Day

———An Introduction
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1.

Visual forms usually suggest conventions in a
rigid way: You look for a red cross when you try
to shut down a computer application; a frame
of a painting signifies to a museum-goer to “keep
your distance.” Performing Appearance selects
the visual forms as the protagonists and proposes
an alternative path for a more dynamic interaction
with them.
Face Collage emerges from my interest in
a relatively loose visual form — human faces.
This project outsources collages made of random
graphics provided to the participants. These
collages demostarte diverse interpretations of
a human face. The showcase of these collages
breaks a traditional frame of a painting by
mapping these collages on the audience’s face.
The distance between the viewer and viewed
is collapsed and no longer linear.

A collage from Face Collage

Projection of Face Collage

2.
———An Introduction
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2. Performing Appearance

Experience is a rather broad topic. Basically, it is
our knowledge of what the subject should be
like. This aspect of the package affects our minds
more deeply than language and appearance.
Tilting Experience breaks this ingrained expectation of the subject.
Self-portraiting deviates from the convention that a portrait should be lifelike. It visualizes
what the participant says, and maps it onto his/
her face. With the participants’ stories and their
facial configurations — which are two powerful
elements composing identity — this project
creates portraits from a linguistic instead of
pictorial perspective.

Self-portraiting

3.

———An Introduction
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3. Tilting Experience

26

———An Introduction

In sum, graphic design aims at encouraging
awareness. For different purposes, it creates
a lens through which people look at things.
It focuses, (re)frames, translates, and communicates a subject matter. With these techniques,
I see my design practice tilting the scene around
us. While everything is often well-packaged
for us today, it might be crucial to have things
unpacked to reconsider. By doing so, I intend to
create new experiences that provokes fun, alternative thoughts, which are potentially new
proposals for life.

“So...you’re basically making things weird?”
“Yeah, in a fun way.”
From a conversation with Minkyoung Kim, a
New York based designer, RISD GD alumnus

Language

Discoursing
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Essay

32

Notes on
Language and Me

6
Turns out, it’s Italian.

Discoursing

A Same,
Old Story

An asian guy comes to America for school.
Though he has taken English classes since
the third grade and grew up watching
Disney channel, he soon realizes he knows
barely anything about communicating in
this new cultural environment when trying
to order a coffee at Starbucks. What do tall,
grande, and venti mean? 6

A form or language?
To a speaker of which language?

A Same, Old Story

8
You’ve likely already experienced “semantic saturation:”
when you keep saying a word
for a while, its pronunciation
becomes weird to you.

Essay

7
Psychologist Eleanor
Rosch launched a research
on language and color. She
worked with some people
from Papua New Guinea who
speaks Dugum Dani language, which only includes
mili and mola (light and dark)
for its color system. It proves
that, generally, the participants can distinguish different colors within the same
category, namely mili or mola.
But also they respond faster
when distinguishing colors
from different categories.
This is supposedly relevant
to the framing influence from
the language.

Not surprisingly, our relationship with language
is habitual, from its form, to its sound,8 to its
meaning. At some point, our understanding of a
subject is thoughtlessly summarized within its
name, like hole. Moreover, a lot of new products
today take advantage of consumer’s habits by
using familiar words in their names for the sake
of being familiar. So an iPhone does more than
making a call; your computer doesn’t understand
the programming language you speak. They
cause a similar summary.
Working with language, I am not trying to
teach my audience the “correct” concept about
it or asking one to see it differently for the rest
of life. Instead, I highlight the essential qualities
of language that one might overlook, and use
them as the subject or tool for discourse.

Discoursing
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Language appeared to be a wall for me when I
arrived here. Every sentence has to be translated
in my mind before being verbalized. The path
from the brain to the mouth extends. At the same
time, this increased distance, allows me to reflect
on the association between myself, language,
and communication.
Language is crucial. We think in language.
It enables our abstract cognition and has become
a major part of the infrastructure of modern
life and embeds the characteristics of a culture.
A language has its own shape, consistently
abraded by the friction between the old and new
ideas within a culture. When comparing two
languages, it’s easy to locate the corners your
native language couldn’t reach. Language, therefore, filters our perceptions.7 Certainly, it doesn’t
mean we are incapable of understanding concepts that don’t exist in our mother tongue, but
one’s native language is still expected to frame
his/her perception.

Taipei / 台北
typeface: Rockwell

Discoursing Language

project
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Hybrid
Language

Hybrid Language

D, I, I
Form or language? To whom?

Discoursing Language

Form

project

Language
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This is a series of typographic practice composing Chinese words with Latin alphabets. It is
more of a habit than a project, something I do
for pure pleasure.
Though this skill is not exceptional in
Chinese typography, it carries some intriguing
narratives other than form. It resonates with
my experience of using accessible foreign language to compose my idea in Chinese.
When these forms are presented to Chinese
and non-Chinese speakers, people see different
meanings out of the same form. These forms
become a metaphor of the fact that language
filters people’s perception.

Discoursing Language

Taipei / 臺北
typeface: Trajan Pro

project
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Hybrid Language

Hybrid Language
Discoursing Language

project
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Taipei (in animating form) / 台北（動畫）
typeface: Akzidenz Grotesk

Discoursing Language

Tokyo / 東京
typeface: Univers LT Std 45 Light

project
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Hybrid Language

Discoursing Language

Tokyo / 東京
typeface: Optima

project
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Hybrid Language

Hybrid Language
Discoursing Language

project
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Here comes Nézhā / 哪吒在此
typeface: Cloister Black Light

Hybrid Language
Discoursing Language

project
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Alita: Battle Angel / 銃夢
typeface: Edwardian Script ITC

Hybrid Language
Ghost in the Shell / 攻殻機動隊
typeface: DeftoneStylus-Regular

Discoursing Language

project
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DeftoneStylus-Regular

Hybrid Language
Discoursing Language

project
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Earth, Wind and Fire / 地風火
typeface: Univers LT Std 45 Light, 49 Light Ultra Condensed

Discoursing Language

The
Cloudy
Day
project
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signal

signal

signal

The Cloudy Day

This website project literalizes the term “the
cloud” that refers to an online server that stores
data. It sources wireless signals in the area and
draws a cloud based on their strengths.
The exact origin of the metaphor “the
cloud” is up in the air — several people have
claimed the credit — but what fascinates me is
the uncanny, mythical quality of the cloud and
the way in which language neatly packages its
unwieldy nature. This word abbreviates all the
technological complexity, which is incomprehensible to the public, and resorts to a familiar but
intangible metaphor, like a cloud in the sky.

project
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signal

signal

signal

Discoursing Language

signal

The Cloudy Day
An alternative view of the website,
showing the sourced signals and their strength

Discoursing Language

project
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The Cloudy Day,
located at Fleet Library

Discoursing Language

The Cloudy Day,
located at Dave’s Coffee

project
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The Cloudy Day

Discoursing Language

The Cloudy Day,
located at CIT building

project
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The Cloudy Day

The Cloudy Day
The Cloudy Day at a Starbucks
The Cloudy Day at Design Center 404
The Cloudy Day at Design Center 704

Discoursing Language

project
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The Cloudy Day at my place
The Cloudy Day at RISD beach
The Cloudy Day at a Walmart

Discoursing Language

project
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I’m ——
A Timeline
of Identity

I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Vo
Font sizes at 2016

project

Font sizes at 1992

Voice

Voice

Voice

Time

Discoursing Language

Volume of voices
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This website is a data visualization and archive
of events relevant to the identity issue in Taiwan.
It is based on a survey that simply asks the
interviewees “Do you consider yourself a Taiwanese, Chinese, or both of them?”
Among other infographic tools — pie chart,
bar chart, etc. — the complex, dynamic Taiwanese
identity issue seems to be best presented in the
most direct way, the size of text. The font size is
more than a legibility choice. It can be associated
with attention, hierarchy, and the volume of
a voice. This project is intended to convey the
collective voice of Taiwan citizens straightforwardly, and relevant events are listed at the
background to provide some context.

Discoursing Language

The website interface

project
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I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Discoursing Language

Variations of different voices,
from 1992 to 2016

project
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I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Discoursing Language

Tzuyu Incident,
January 15, 2016

project
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I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Discoursing Language

Sunflower Movement,
March 14, 2014

project
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I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Discoursing Language

Events between 2014 and
2015, expanded

project
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I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Discoursing Language

Events in 2017, expanded

project
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I’m —— A Timeline of Identity

Interview

Wei-Hao Wang
&
Maya Krinsky

Discoursing Language
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A
Convers@tion

Maya Krinsky is an artist based in
Providence, where she teaches at RISD
and Brown University. Her background
as a language instructor informs her
interdisciplinary practice, which is
comprised of drawing, video, photography,
film and performance projects as well
as curating and consulting work. She is
a graduate of the Whitney Independent
Study Program, RISD and Bard College.

A Convers@tion
Interview

86

M

I began a career as a language teacher after finishing my
undergraduate studies in photography. I was trilingual ( I had
learned Spanish in school and French growing up with Moroccan family ) and thought that if I learned to teach languages I
could find work that would allow me to travel and photograph.
Soon after I was certified to teach I realized that the language
classroom held my attention because it positioned me between
culture and those who were new to it. I became an interpreter
of places and an observer of the emotional process of language acquisition. Having grown up between languages myself,
observing the change that comes with entering into a new
language was powerful and I began thinking about how to make
art about it.
My work has included photographing, diagraming, live
drawing, and video/film. I work on the projects separately
though they complement each other, and I try to show them
together when possible. I think I am preoccupied with my
own limitations as a person in culture and I bring this awareness to my teaching; I do not oversimplify and am conscious
of intercultural dynamics at all times. Through photography
and language learning I try to shift my perspective enough to
see and hear more clearly, and try to create that experience
for others, asking essentially: Can we re-imagine our position
in language and culture in order to see ourselves?
For the past several years I have been photographing
in traditional storefront travel agencies, businesses that picture
and re-sell places and cultures. It also happens that in travel
agencies they speak a variety of languages. The travel agent,
like the language teacher, is a kind of shepherd into culture.

Passport Studio, 2017
Maya Krinsky

Discoursing Language

W

You have multiple practices across different
realms. I am particularly interested in your background in photography and how it influences
your linguistic practice. Do you see them as two
realms complementing each other? Or do they
merge at a more essential level?

A Convers@tion
Interview

M

I can understand your hesitation in sharing certain kinds
of work because feedback is not just feedback; it is indicative
of the relation between the viewer and the work. When the
feedback reflects a lack of familiarity with a cultural or linguistic context it can even reproduce the exact problem the work
may be about. Presenting what in a certain context is considered “foreign” we risk that the work will be either exoticized or
deemed incomprehensible.
Translations do not take a straight path and all artwork is
site specific in that it is viewed in a cultural context. We are
having this conversation in the United States, in Rhode Island,
at an art and design college in 2019. When artists here at RISD
make work in their own language in the English-speaking
context, I often feel they are working to express their experience with this complex path of translation, more than communicate their culture in a straightforward way.
I curated the exhibition you mentioned to explore this
ambivalence, which is why I titled it Language vs Language.
Even speaking to you now in English I have experienced my
own route to get here; there are many cultures and languages
influencing me at all times. We never fully leave anything
behind.

Untitled Work on Paper, No. 4
M. Benjamin Herndon

List
Andre Bradley

Discoursing Language
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W

I resonate so much with the not oversimplifying
part. While I definitely don’t oppose teaching
people about my language or culture and learning
others, I feel uncertain about making something
of my language or culture and leaving it viewed
out there. I don’t know how much of the content
could be addressed to the audience. At the same
time, a “project about culture” might create a
delusion that makes the viewers think they learned
some culture and can be proud of themselves at
the end of the day. In sum, I am worried about not
only the meaning of language but also its cultural
content that is lost in translation. What is your
insight on this issue? Moreover, you described
your interest in translation is in people’s “infinite
feeling of trying and misunderstanding” in an
interview for the show Language vs. Language.
Can you talk more about this process from
your experience?

A Convers@tion
Interview
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M

Yes, traditional language classes are supposed to focus on
language alone, which I would suggest is impossible. But my
primary goal when planning the Studio Languages course
was to facilitate dialogue and exchange across languages and
cultural backgrounds. The students who take Studio Languages come together to think about the complexity of using
multiple languages in their work as they work through conceptual and narrative intentions.
In terms of the course structure, weekly readings and
seminar discussions add depth and specificity to our ideas
of language. We do three studio projects and they vary each
semester. Most recently they were: language as material, an
invented language, and a work in translation. Each student
completes a final project of their choosing. The course is interdisciplinary so we critique works from all departments and
you have works in furniture, painting, photography, graphic
design, industrial design, glass, architecture, etc. in dialogue
through the linguistic connections that emerge throughout
the semester.

Mohammed Nassem presenting a project/workshop
in the class Studio Languages

Discoursing Language

W

Speaking of language-learning experience, I am
very curious about your class Studio Languages.
I have taken English classes before and even
after coming to America. They were mostly conventional language-learning lessons. Your class,
though not focused on language-learning, seems
to be an ideal place for people to narrate their
language and culture.

W

A Convers@tion
Interview
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M

What I call “collective interpretation” involved looking at footage together, speaking about the potential and significance
of particular shots, places, and people, in themselves and
in sequence, then experimenting with editing changes and
possible structural devices, revisiting the whole, and repeating
this cycle.
Understanding this collaborative experience as a form
of writing caused me to rethink and reflect on my personal
approach to feedback, which consists of this responsive
interpretation aimed at discovering and protecting the core
of a work. The core is a fragile thing, an awareness perhaps.
I agree with you saying this relates to teaching. When
you teach you can play a pivotal role in drawing out ideas,
facilitating dialogue, offering conceptual grounding and
direction. Just as a work of art evolves over time, a class is
written as you go — you can never fully predict what will
be learned in conversation.
Thank you so much! I really appreciate your time
during such a busy period of school. Good luck
to everything!
Best,
Wei

Still of Hale County This Morning, This Evening,
directed by RaMell Ross, 2018

Discoursing Language

W

In an interview on the film Hale County This
Morning, This Evening, which you co-wrote, you
mentioned “writing as the process of collective
interpretation.” I found the word “collective”
intriguing for it might imply a certain extent of
communicating, understanding, compromising, and balancing of authorship. How do you
describe this experience? Do you incorporate it
into your teaching or other practices?

Appearance

Performing

94

Essay
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Notes on appearance
and experience

Narrating Language

Think,
Think,
Think

A book titled Don’t Make Me Think
appears frequently among UI/UX booklists.
Its title immediately implies that the goal
of product design is to make the experience
smooth — let the user slide through it and
understand the function without confusion.
All the elements in the interface should
clearly connect appearance with interaction.
Subsequent responses to these elements
are supposed to be predictable, aligning the
user’s experience.

Phenix: Future,
Osamu Tezuka

Think, Think, Think

only lines but also emotion in their shapes.
Chinese cursive script10 is written in the form

9
A casual research on
Glassdoor, a jobs website:

坐馳 (traveling while meditating)

that serves imagery instead of legibility. The
methodologies take advantage of the human
mind’s ability to associate thoughts and events
in order to create thoughtful engagement: “Ah,
so that can be interpreted like this.”
To achieve a similar engagement, Performing
Appearance places visual forms as protagonists
and proposes another path for a more dynamic
interaction with them; Tilting Experience breaks
the learned knowledge of a subject to create a
new, bizarre experience of it.

10
Chinese calligraphy has
five major categories: seal
(篆), clerical(隸), regular(楷),
semi-cursive(行), cursive(草).

Essay

Yang-Tze Tong

Narrating Language
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Appearance places conventions alongside
experience. Skeuomorphs are good examples.
Today, we see screens far more than other
interfaces. Digital interfaces have merged with
our daily life, and it seems no questions that
there will be more in the future. UI/UX design
has become the most popular profession9
making this integration more seamless. It aims
at apprehending people’s experience and
establishing an obvious relationship between
the appearance of interfaces and users.
In the analogue realm, appearance and
experience work in the similar way. A frame of
a painting exerts the notion of “stay away.” A
steering wheel of car controls other wheels; an
accelerator requires your feet to apply force
to speed up, mimicking the way you walk and run.
While these conventions facilitate our daily
lives, this thesis intends to make people re-think.
I have been fascinated by innovative methodologies expressing visual forms departing
from realistic senses. Comics, for instance, adopt
unique techniques to address a narrative in a
static media: framing embeds actions and creates
tempo to the story; speech bubbles contain not

Performing Appearance

project
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Face
Collage

Face Collage

This is a two-stage project. The first stage grows
from my interest in human beings’ ability to
recognize faces. The second stage is an exploration of displaying these constructed images.
In the first stage, a request was sent out
asking people to compose a “face” with a set
of cropped random images provided. Among
these were comic or realistic graphics, as well
as abstract shapes.

Performing Appearance

Sending out

project
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Sending Back

by Olivia de Salve Villedieu

Performing Appearance

by Eury Kim

project
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Face Collage

by Elaine Lopez

Performing Appearance

by Angela Torchio

project
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Face Collage

by Carl-Gustaf Ewerbring

Performing Appearance

by Aleks Dawson

project
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Face Collage

by Chris Cote

Performing Appearance

by Caroline Smith

project
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Face Collage

by Emily Guez

Performing Appearance

by Fabian Fohrer

project
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Face Collage

by Georgie Nolan

Performing Appearance

by Goeun Park

project
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Face Collage

by Hilary Dupont

Performing Appearance

by Jieun Kim

project
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Face Collage

by June Yoon

Performing Appearance

by Robert McConnell

project
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Face Collage

by Seyong Ahn

Performing Appearance

by Amy Auman

project
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Face Collage

Face Collage
A participant in front of
the lightbox

Projection shown in
the lightbox

r
nd
a
ce
e fa
h
t
Mapping collage on

Performing Appearance

Det
ect
ing
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r-p
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ing

project
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In the the next stage, an interactive installation
is set up as the showcase of these collages,
aiming to interrupt the distance that a traditional
frame creates between the picture and the
audience. Following this idea, I propose to make
the participant’s face a screen in this installation.
It includes a lightbox, webcam, and facial
recognization programming. Every time the
program detects a face, it renders a random
collage based on the ones I collected and
mapped it onto the participant’s face. This
interactive display reframes the distance and
relationship between the viewed and viewing.

Performing Appearance

A participant experiencing the lightbox
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Face Collage

Performing Appearance

A participant experiencing the lightbox
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Face Collage

Face Collage
Performing Appearance
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A participant experiencing a new face every time she moves

Face Collage
Performing Appearance
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A participant experiencing the lightbox,
with a picture of himself

Face Collage
Performing Appearance
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A participant experiencing the lightbox,
with a drawing of a face

Performing Appearance
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Screenshot
Clock

00:01

00:03
00:02
00:01

00:04
00:03
00:02
00:01

Screenshot Clock
project
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00:01

Taking a screenshot, opening the screenshot, repeating the actions per second...

Screenshot Clock is a piece of code that repeatedly
takes a screenshot, then opens the image every
second. This project is documented as a series of
animations sequencing the screenshots taken.
The purpose of a screenshot is to capture
the present moment on the screen. However, I
am more interested in its title, which records
the time that the image was taken. By regularly
taking screenshots every second, this program
becomes a “clock.” In addition, It naturally creates
a perspective by layering the digital interfaces,
addressing the passage of time from the relative
movement of space.
.

project

12th second in of the clock

The first four seconds of the clock

Screenshot Clock of a desktop

Performing Appearance

1
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Screenshot Clock

Performing Appearance

project

The direction of the “tunnelˮ
changes according to a shift of the screenshot
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Screenshot Clock

project

Some changes on the screen are captured within the clock

Screenshot Clock of The Cloudy Day

Performing Appearance
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Screenshot Clock

project

People’s movements are captured within the clock

Screenshot Clock of the application Photo Booth

Performing Appearance
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Screenshot Clock

Performing Appearance

Digital
Book-making
project
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Digital Book-making

This series of videos is a re-imagining of a web
browser’s interface and behaviors, including
resizing, scrolling, and combining windows/tabs.
The content is a graphic designers’ daily scene:
book-making, including printing, cropping, stacking, aligning, and binding paper. The platform is a
Chrome browser.
Kenya Hara states that artifacts can be
generally categorized into two kinds: the stick
that changes the world; the container that carries
and preserves objects and knowledge. While
browsers are intended to be a container and
facilitate the reading of content, the browsers in
the videos are coded to explore how they could
serve as a stick, interacting with the content.

Content

Container
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Content

Stick?

Content

Performing Appearance
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*sound of printer warming up*

Adding new windows → Printing paper

Performing Appearance
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Adding another new browser window

Adding a new browser window
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance

Adding a new browser window again
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Digital Book-making
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Cursor holding the right edge of the browser

Resizing windows → Cropping paper

Performing Appearance
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Resizing the browser →

Resizing the browser ←
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Scrolling ↑

Scrolling ↓
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance

project

Resizing the browser →

Resizing the browser ←
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance

Scrolling ↓
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Digital Book-making
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Cursor dragging a window

Combining windows → Stacking paper

Performing Appearance
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance

Merging windows
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Digital Book-making
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Cursor holding the bottom edge of the browser

Resizing windows → Aligning paper

Performing Appearance
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Resizing the browser ↑

Resizing the browser ↑
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Resizing the browser ←

Resizing the browser ↑
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Resizing the browser ←

Resizing the browser ←
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Digital Book-making

Performing Appearance
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Life
Line

Life Line
project
Performing Appearance
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Life e

Conditional designs are mostly carried out in a
procedure having no more than a formal purpose.
It is a form for form’s sake; participants become
algorithms that yield graphics. While appreciating
the pleasure embeded in pure form, I wonder if
there could be a nuance in the process that leads
to a form with meaning to the participant.
Life Line is based on a conditional design
that simply asks people to connect two dots on a
sheet of paper. The only nuance is the prompt I
added: If the two dots represent you as just born
and you as this moment, how would you illustrate
your life experience? The process becomes an
intimate reflection on the participant’s own, and,
along with the final form, yields a condensed
abstract narrative.
The final format includes the sheets, the
videos of the process, and a website which
documents the outcomes and invites the viewer
to participate.

Performing Appearance

The prompt for Life Line
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

A participant executing the prompt
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

A participant executing the prompt
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

A participant executing the prompt
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Final form
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Project website,
front page
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Project website,
gallery
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Project website,
videos
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Life Line

Performing Appearance

Project website,
try it
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Life Line

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Spiral Books

Space

project

Time

Performing Appearance
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Generally, the structure of a book provides a
rather linear experience, unfolding the author’s
writing. Folios imply a sequence, and flipping
pages thus has a strong sense of the progression
on the time axis.
This project reshapes this conventional book
format into a spiral, and considers the dimension
of a book as a space instead of merely a container
of text and image. While the expansion of pages
still suggests the passage of time, its structure
reflects how the activities it records happens in
the real space.
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Spiral Books

Brush drawing
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance

Back of the book
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Spiral Books
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Spiral Books

Staircase
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance
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Spiral Books

Performing Appearance

Back and front covers of the book
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Spiral Books
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Tilting

Experience
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Self-portraiting

Collaboration with
Bobby Joe Smith III

Word
And more
words

Self-portraiting
project

Word

Starting talking

...
Word And more words And lots of lots
of lots of
lots of lots
of lots of
lots of lots
of lots of
lots of lots
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lots of lots of
lots of lots of lots of lots of lots
of lots of lots of lots of lots of lots
of lots of lots of lots of lots of
lots of lots of lots of
words

Tilting Experience
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Locating face

The face is undoubtedly a strong image that
represents one’s identity. A “picture of a person”
is expected to include their face instead of
their belly, although they occupy a similar area
of one’s physical form.
Self-portraiting intends to break people’s
expectation that a portrait should be lifelike
while it still creates a representative image of
one’s identity. In this project, the participants
are encouraged to share their personal stories
through prompts on the screen. Combining
speech with a facial recognition program, it
transcribes what the participant says, and
maps the text onto his/her face. The more one
speaks, the more detailed the image becomes.
With the participants’ stories and their facial configurations, which are two powerful elements
composing one’s identity, this project creates
portraits from a linguistic perspective instead
of pictorial perspective.

Self-portraiting
project
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Screen before her face is detected

Screen starting recording,
after her face is detected

Tilting Experience

A participant
in front of the screen

Tilting Experience

project

Self-portraiting portrait of a participant
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Self-portraiting

Tilting Experience

project

Self-portraiting portrait of a participant
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Self-portraiting

Tilting Experience

project

Self-portraiting portrait of a participant
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Self-portraiting

Tilting Experience
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Portraits of different participants
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Self-portraiting

Tilting Experience

Participants at
2019 RISD GD Biennial
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Self-portraiting

project
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Experiential
Translation —
Potter s heel

Recording
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel borrows
the experience of using a potter’s wheel and
translates it to a larger, digital format. Taking the
human body as the subject, this project abstracts
the learned self image.
Participants are invited to stay in a specified
area that can be captured by a webcam located
on the ceiling. The captured image is projected on
the screen in front of them, but keeps rotating
around its top left corner.
It thus creates an image of a distorted
body, prompting the participants to move around
and leave different images of their gestures.
Some “costumes” are provided for their colors
and shapes. This project is a tool that makes
the audience free themselves by warping their
built images, and they react with motions which
don’t usually happen for daily functions.
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Reflective items and color costumes

Tilting Experience

A participant experiencing
the installation

Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel
Tilting Experience
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A participant experiencing the installation
and the corresponding projection

Tilting Experience
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel

Tilting Experience

A participant experiencing
the installation
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel

Tilting Experience

A participant experiencing
the installation
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel

Tilting Experience
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel

Tilting Experience
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel

Tilting Experience

Participant at 2019 RISD GD Grad Biennial
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Experiential Translation — Potter’s Wheel
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Tilting Experience

Body
Calligraphy

Collaboration with
Goeun Park

Body Calligraphy
project
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This is a subsequent project of Experiential
Translation — Potter’s Wheel. With the same tool,
we come up with a systematic set of movements
to draw an alphabet. This system then becomes
“dancing notations.” This project includes graphics of the alphabet, a pvrinted poster of the
notation system, and a website which documents
the outcomes and invites the viewer to participate.
Movements that create “a”

Tilting Experience

Letter “a”

Tilting Experience

The notation system,
designed by Goeun Park

project
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Body Calligraphy

Body Calligraphy
#1: >>

#2: a2

project

#2: >

#1: c2 ; #2: >

#2: b2

Process of drawing “b”

Tilting Experience
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#1: a2 ; #2: a2

Body Calligraphy
#1: >

#2: a2>b2>a3

#1: b2 •

#2: a2>b2>a3

#1: >a2

Process of drawing “t”

project

#2: >b2>a3
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#1: b3 ; #2: a2

Body Calligraphy
#1: >b2

#1: >a2 ; #2: a2>b2

#1: >a2 ; #2: >b2

#2: >b3

#2: >b3

Process of drawing “x”
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#1: b3>b2
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#1: b3 ; #2: a2

Body Calligraphy
project
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Part of “c”

Part of “o”

Parts of “i”

Part of “y”

Tilting Experience

Part of “z”

Tilting Experience

The alphabet
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Body Calligraphy

Tilting Experience

Project website,
front page
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Body Calligraphy

Body Calligraphy
Navigation icon
during transition

Tilting Experience
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Transition between pages

Body Calligraphy
Video playing
when a letter is hovered over

Tilting Experience
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Project website,
system & alphabet

Tilting Experience

Project website,
videos
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Body Calligraphy

Body Calligraphy
Tilting Experience
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Project website, participate!
And me drawing “a” with my fingers
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Tilting Experience

Collaborative
Drawing

Collaboration with
Emily Guez

Collaborative Drawing
The ideal drawing
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This workshop defamiliarizes a daily experience — drawing with your hands. Participants are
divided into five-person groups that assemble
within one costume. The costume is designed to
help them imagine themselves as one entity.
They work together as one “creature”—four hands
and one head — to perform a drawing task.
The “head” is the only one that can see;
the “hands” are masked and can only execute.
Following the drawing instruction, the head
needs to direct orders to the hands to in order
to finish the drawing task.
This project redirects inward transmission
of messages to an outside, verbal path, and
makes people examine those unspoken moves
processed by the nervous system.

1.
2.
3.
Directing

Drawing instructions

Tilting Experience
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A “creatureˮ

Tilting Experience

Participants wearing the costume
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Collaborative Drawing

Tilting Experience

Collaborative drawing process
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Collaborative Drawing

Tilting Experience

Collaborative drawing process
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Collaborative Drawing

Tilting Experience

Funny hand moments
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Collaborative Drawing

Tilting Experience

One of the final pieces
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Collaborative Drawing

Tilting Experience

One of the final pieces
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Collaborative Drawing
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